
DIVINE STYLE
 S T Y L E  C O N F I D E N C E

Elevate your look and style to feel confident getting dressed with these tips.
IT'S NOT WHAT YOU WEAR BUT HOW YOU STYLE IT.

Personal style is truly owing what
you wear and how you put things
pieces together. It is being
individualistic and intentional
putting pieces together.

Feel confident in what you wear
and try new things each day.
Break the style habit or wearing
the same outfit concepts on
repeat.

Plan outfits before you have to
get dressed. Think how you can
accessorize differently, choose
unique colors or pieces. Elevate
your style starting now!
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USE THIS PROMO CODE FOR DISCOUNT 

Something as simple as a neckline has
the power to adapt any outfit to fit every
occasion. This may be one of the most
effective yet underestimated styling
tricks around. Deep v-necks, open shirts
and crossover front dresses add a subtly
sexy twist. More modest necklines such
as high-neck silk shirts add a
sophisticated element paired with skirts
that show your legline.
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B E L T I N G

T A I L O R I N G

Belting an outfit ties it together giving a
finished look. You can & should belt an
outfit, regardless of your waist and size.
Go outside the box belting dresses,
coats, jackets and blouses vs. belting
your pants. Shop for: WIDE WAIST BELT,
HIP BELT, CHAIN BELT, CLASSIC LEATHER
BELT.

A structured or well-tailored outfit
instantly elevates your style. Pairing a
tailored blouse, pants, skirt, jacket or
jeans with more relaxed pieces gives a
juxtaposition which creates interest and
you don't feel so dressed up. Shop for:
TAILORED BLAZER, BLOUSE, JEANS,
PANTS or SKIRT.
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USE THIS PROMO CODE FOR STYLING DISCOUNT 
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A C C E S S O R I Z I N G

C O L O R
Wearing splashes of color that draw the
eyes to your face is ideal. What colors do
you get compliments on while wearing?
Incorporate those colors fluidly in
dresses, blouses/tops, and jackets
keeping color towards your face. Wear
with your  favorite neutrals. Determine if
you are cool or warm tone colors. Want
to learn about your ideal colors to wear?
Book a styling consultation!

Differentiate an outfit in how you
accessorize. Change accessories daily to
make outfits look unique. Accessories
 should represent your personal style &
be unique to you. Pair 3 or more
accessories to each outfit. Outfit #1-
sunglasses, belt, earrings. Outfit #2-
belt, necklace, handbag. Outfit #3-
scarf, sunglasses, belt. Outfit #4-
necklace, bold eyeglasses, handbag.


